
God’s Remnant Manifesto

Kirsten shared this quote from Sid Roth1 with us at Community. It’s a manifesto that God gave to
him for the end-time remnant church.

1. The remnant has found freedom in the arms of a loving Savior who has not only forgiven their
past, but also now has authority over their future. 

2. The remnant knows that the I Am has now made them His. 

3. The remnant consists of the fatherless, the forgotten, and the freedom fighters whose pedigree is
that of a scarred Savior. 

4. The remnant doesn't stop where they should have died because they know Jesus didn't. 

5. The remnant chooses to let go of past hurts in order to experience the freedom that comes with
forgiving and moving forward. 

6. The remnant chooses to leave a life of compromise for the spirit of consecration. 

7. The remnant will  not  be swayed by the wind of  compromise,  will  not  stare into the eyes of
revenge, and will not seek the approval of the populace. 

8. The remnant seeks holy justice with a passion for pursuing those who have fallen asleep with the
knowledge of Him who awakens the dead. 

9. The remnant does not bow to culture but finds culture recreated by their passion for Jesus. 

10. The remnant walks among lost humanity, not screaming insults or provoking slander, but invading
with light that which has known only darkness. 

11. The remnant includes the apostle with worn-out garments, the smiling prophet, the transparent
pastor, the weeping missionary, the teacher with tools in hand, and the servant evangelist. 

12. The remnant understands the fruit of the Spirit is not a salad for a church potluck but rather the
diet of a lifetime. 

13.The remnant knows the gifts of the Spirit are not for the evangelical, charismatic, and Pentecostal
talent show but rather weapons of a dying leader who has chosen spirit over flesh and freedom
over slavery. 

14. The remnant stands on truth until the shifting sand of compromise slides away to reveal the rock
of salvation. 

15. The remnant does not walk in fear of people'1 retribution but rather in fear that humankinc will
never know the love of a Savior. 

16. The remnant always clashes with religior because they know that, throughout history religion has
always tried to be the noosl around the neck of a Holy Spirit movement. 

17.The remnant does not consist of pulpiteers or public speakers, but rather resuscitators of life to
those who have lost breath. 

18. The remnant doesn't need the stage, but rather ce to call home to which to bring a weary guest. 

19.The remnant is satisfied at all times, hungering thirsting after righteousness – and being filled. 

20. The remnant does not walk in flattering circles ~ather in the places where the unknown sojourner
must be found. 

21. The remnant says yes to the cross and no to the applause, yes to the altar and no to arrogance,
yes to the covenant and no to worldly concepts.
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1 – Sid Roth (2015) “Sooner Than You Think” Destiny Image Pub: Shippensburg, PA p:224-226
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